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Abstract- Machine learning is a science that explores the building and study of algorithms that can learn from the data. Machine
learning process is the union of statistics and artificial intelligence and is closely related to computational statistics. Machine learning
takes decisions based on the qualities of the studied data using statistics and adding more advanced artificial intelligence heuristics
and algorithms
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is valuable to predict the software that is defect- prone. There have been many studies and learning approaches that are used to measure
the performance of software. A meta-analysis of all relevant, high quality primary studies of defect prediction are used to determine that
what factors inﬂuence predictive performance. The quality of the software can be measured with the different features such as cyclomatic
complexity, design complexity, effort, time estimator, length of the program, operands, operators, line count etc. [12]
1.1 Software Engineering: Introduction
Software Engineering is defined as the systematic and well defined approach to the development, operation, maintenance and retirement
of the software. By the word 'systematic' means that the methodologies used for the development of the software are repeatable. The goal
of software engineering is to take software development closer to science and engineering that solves the problems of the clients and
away from those approaches for development whose outcomes are not predictable. [12, 6]
1.1.1 Software Quality Attributes
Software Quality attributes can be defined as follows: [6]
1. Functionality: It is the capability that provides functions which meets the defined and implied needs of the software when it is used.
2. Reliability: It is the capability that maintains the specified level of performance.
3. Usability: The capability to be understood, learned and used.
4. Efficiency: It is the capability to measure the performance relative to the amount of resources used.
5. Maintainability: It is the capability to be updated and modified for purposes of making corrections, improvements or adaptation.
6. Portability: It is the capability to be adapted for different environments without applying actions.
1.2 Machine learning
Machine learning is a science that explores the building and study of algorithms that can learn from the data. Machine learning process is
the union of statistics and artificial intelligence and is closely related to computational statistics. Machine learning takes decisions based
on the qualities of the studied data using statistics and adding more advanced artificial intelligence heuristics and algorithms to achieve its
goals. [5]
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1.3 Data mining
Data mining is related with the discovery of new and interesting patterns from large data sets for analysis and executive decision making.
Data mining is described as the union of historical and recent developments in statistics, artificial intelligence and machine learning. Data
mining and machine learning are used together to study data and find previously-hidden trends or patterns within.[4,16,14,7]
1.3.1. Scope of Data Mining
 Automation in prediction of behavior and trends
 Automated discovery of previously unknown patterns
1.3.2 Data Mining Process
Data mining consists of five major elements:
 Extraction and transformation of data onto the data warehouse system.
 Run data on multidimensional database system in a managed way
 Providing data access to business analysts and other professionals
 Data analysing
 Presentation of data in useful and required formats such as tables and graphs.

LITERATURE REVIEW
A Okutan et al. [13] states different software metrics that are used for defect prediction and defines the set of metrics that are most
important for predicting the defectiveness in the software module. The two more metrics i.e. number of developers and the source code
quality are defined other than the promise data set. Experiments results that lines of code and lack of coding quality are the most effective
metrics whereas coupling between objects and lack of cohesion of methods are less effective metrics on defect proneness.
Asir Antony Gnana Singh [2] discuss various dimensionality reduction methods (feature subset selection and feature ranking) To
illustrate the applicability of feature subset evaluators (CFS, consistency, filtered) and feature rankers (Chi-squared, InfoGain) on large
data sets.
Catal, U. Sevim, B. Diri [11] propose fully automated method for software module fault prediction. To implement the proposed work
by incorporating X-means clustering (automatic generation of cluster number) and metrics threshold values (mean vector of each cluster
is checked against metrics threshold).
C.Catal, U. Sevim, B. Diri [3] propose software fault prediction technique that uses clustering and metrics thresholds, to expel the
accountability of human experts so as to make the purposed technique fully automated. To compare the results of the proposed technique
with NB.
David Gray et al. [6] have explained the reason of significant pre-processing of data set for suitability of defect prediction. Researchers
need to analyze the data that how it will be used by removal of constant attributes, repeated attributes, missing values and inconsistent
instances. The experiments that have been used are based upon NASA metrics data program that results in errors findings and conclude
that errors are mainly because of repeated data points.
Ferruh YIGIT [1] To analyse various text categorization methods to determine the individual features in the text. To propose a new
feature selection method that is based on Info Gain and particle swarm optimization. To evaluate the performance of purposed method on
the basis of classification accuracy, precision, recall and f-measure. To highlight the future work of feature selection method real world
problems.
G Czibula et al. [4] focuses on the problem of importance during the time software evolution and maintenance for the problem of defect
prediction. The quality of the software system is improved by identifying the defective software modules. Relational association rules are
the extension of ordinal association rules that are being used in the prediction of software module that whether it is defective or not. It
describes numerical range between the attributes that are commonly occur over a dataset by the experimental evaluation on the NASA
datasets as well as a comparison is performed to similar existing approaches is provided.
Martin Shepperd et al. [15] have discussed about the factors having largest effect on the predictive performance of the software by
conducting a Meta-analysis of all relevant and high quality primary studies of defect prediction on software module. The experimental
results showed that the major factor is the researcher group instead of choice of classifier on the software performance.
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Ming Li et al. [8] states that software quality can be controlled by software defect prediction. The defect prediction techniques used
currently are based on large amount of historical data but in case of new projects and for many organizations historical data is often not
available. In that case sample based methods for defect prediction can be used by selecting and testing a small percentage of module and
after that build a defect prediction model to predict defect proneness of the other modules
.
M. Soudkhah , R. Janicki [20] analyze various algorithms by which weights are assigned to features and investigate those algorithms in
which features have consistent weights.To illustrate pairwise comparisons method in order to rank the importance of features and show
the results of accuracy improvement of classification.
To propose and test feature domain overlapping method of assigning weights to features.
Naeem Seliya,Taghi Khoshgoftaar[18] propose a constraint-based semi-supervised clustering approach that uses k-means algorithm.To
aid the expert prediction and enhance the overall decision making.To show the results of semi supervised clustering are better than
unsupervised.
Partha Sarathi Bishnu and Vandana Bhattacherjee [17] implement Quad tress based k-means clustering for software fault
prediction.To show that clusters formed by above technique have maximum gain values.To evaluate the overall error rate and compare its
performance with existing methods(NB,CS,CT,DA)
Qinbao Song et al. [19] describes the framework that comprises scheme evaluation and defect prediction components. Analysing the
prediction performance for the given historical data sets is done by scheme evaluation and defect predictor constructs models according
to the evaluated learning scheme and predicts defects of the software with new data according to the defined constructed model. It has
been shown that different learning schemes should be used for different data sets.
Tim Menzies et al. [10] describes that how to improve the effort estimates of a project and defect predictions of a software module. The
best thing can do to control cost and defects is to discard the needless functionality by making the lines of code to minimum. It has been
seen that local treatments are always superior and different to the global treatments because data that appears to be useful in global
context is often irrelevant to the local contexts.

CONCLUSION
That how to improve the effort estimates of a project and defect predictions of a software module. The best thing can do to control cost
and defects is to discard the needless functionality by making the lines of code to minimum. It has been seen that local treatments are
always superior and different to the global treatments because data that appears to be useful in global context is often irrelevant to the
local contexts
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